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Abstract 

On a differential manifold equipped to symplectic pair ( ) ,,, 21
22 ωω+ khM  we 

define the notion of completely integrable Hamiltonian system pair then study 
the problem of this symplectic linearization in a neighbourhood of compact orbit 
pair. 

1. Introduction 

The classic Hamilton’s equations are the equations of the flow of a 
Hamiltonian vector field HX  determined by a Hamiltonian function        

H and a Darboux symplectic form in position and momenta 

ii
n
i dqdp ∑ =

=ω 10  via the correspondence .0 dHi HX −=ω  Symplectic 

geometry generalizes these equations to the general scenario of 
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Hamiltonian systems associated to a closed non-degenerate                      
2-form(general symplectic form). Among the class of Hamiltonian 
systems, the sub-class of integrable systems plays a central role. An 
integrable system on a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold is given by 
( )1−n  additional first integrals if  with the property that each integral 

(including H) is preserved by the Hamiltonian flow of the other integrals. 
This condition is classically known as involutivity of the first integrals 
and can be written in terms of the Poisson bracket as 

{ } .0, =ji ff  

The study of the integrability of such systems is relevant in many areas 
of mathematics and has its own story. In June 29th of 1853, Joseph 
Liouville presented a communication entitled ”Sur l’intégration des 
équations différentielles de la Dynamique” at the ”Bureau des 
longitudes”. In the resulting note [9] he relates the notion of integrability 
of the system to the existence of n-integrals in involution with respect to 
the Poisson bracket attached to the symplectic form. A lot of work has 
been done in the subject after Liouville. Let us outline some of the 
remarkable achievements from a geometrical and topological point of 
view. Consider a completely integrable Hamiltonian system. The 
symplectic gradients of the Hamiltonian function if  define an involutive 

distribution. Let O  be a regular compact orbit of this distribution then 
this orbit is a Lagrangian submanifold. Moreover, it is a torus and the 
neighbouring orbits are also tori. Those tori are called Liouville tori. This 
is the topological contribution of a theorem which has been known in the 
literature as Arnold-Liouville theorem. The geometrical contribution of 
the above-mentioned theorem ensures the existence of symplectic normal 
forms in the neighbourhood of a compact regular orbit. To the author’s 
knowledge, the works of Henri Mineur [10], [11], [12] already gave a 
complete description of the Hamiltonian system in a neighbourhood of a 
compact regular orbit. That is why we will refer to the classical Arnold-
Liouville theorem as Liouville-Mineur-Arnold theorem. Let us state the 
theorem below: Given an completely integrable Hamiltonian system on 
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symplectic manifold ( ),,2 ωnM  and O  a regular compact orbit. There is 

a symplectomorphism φ  from a neighbourhood ( )OU  of O  in ( )ω,2nM  

to ( ),, 1 ii
n
i

nn ddD βµ× ∑ =
T  where ( ) nii ≤≤µ 1,  is a coordinate on 

the ball ,nD  and ( ) nii ≤≤β 1,  is a periodic coordinate system on the 

torus nT  such that F∗φ  is the map which depend only on the coordinate 

( ).iµφ∗  The functions iβφ∗  are called angle variables and the functions 

( )iµφ∗  are called action variables. The existence of action-angle 

coordinates in a neighbourhood of a regular compact orbit provides a 
symplectic model for the Lagrangian foliation F  determined by the 
symplectic gradients of the n-component functions if  of the moment map 

.µ  In fact, Liouville-Mineur-Arnold theorem entails a uniqueness result 

for the symplectic structures making F  into a Lagrangian foliation. In 
the other words, if 1ω  and 2ω  are two symplectic structures defined in a 

neighbourhood of O  for which F  is Lagrangian then there exists a 
symplectomorphism preserving the foliation, fixing O  and carrying 1ω  to 

.2ω  So if the orbit is regular the existence of action-angle coordinates 

enables to classify the symplectic germs, up to foliation-preserving 
symplectomorphism, for which F  is Lagrangian in a neighbourhood of a 
compact orbit. There is just one class of symplectic germs for which the 
foliation is Lagrangian. After this review for symplectic linearisation in a 
neighbourhood of regular orbit, the following question arises: What can 
be said about the corresponding classification problem for symplectic 
germs if the completely integrable systems has singularities ? This 
question is quite natural because singularities are present in many well 
known examples of integrable systems. In fact, if the completely 
integrable system is defined on a compact manifold then the singularities 
cannot be avoided. The symplectic linearisation in a neighbourhood of an 
singular orbit O  with 0dim >O  is due to Ito in the analytic case [8]. 
Partial results in the smooth case (with 1dim =O  in a manifold of 
dimension 4) were obtained by Currás-Bosch and Eva Miranda in [4] and 
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independently by Colin de Verdière and San Vu Ngoc in [3]. The final 
result in any dimension was obtained by Nguyen Tien Zung and Eva 
Miranda in [13]. In [13], it is also included a G-equivariant version of the 
symplectic linearisation. 

In this article, we consider a particular class of manifolds which have 
been called in the literature symplectic pairs. Symplectic pairs were 
introduced by Bande and Kotschick in ([2], [1]), where they study the 
geometry of symplectic pairs. On a such manifolds we define a completely 
integrable Hamiltonian system pair, then prove an analogue to the 
symplectic linearisation result which was mentioned above but in the 
case of completely integrable Hamiltonian systems pairs in manifold 
equipped to symplectic pair. Precisely, we show that: Given two 
symplectic pairs ( )21, ωω  and ( )21, ω′ω′  for which the system is a 

completely integrable Hamiltonian system pair in a neighbourhood of 
compact orbit ,O  there is a diffeomorphism preserving the system, fixing 

,O  and sending ( )21, ωω  on ( )., 21 ω′ω′  In order to prove this result, we 

will distinguish two situation: the case of regular compact orbit and the 
case of singular compact orbit. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we recall some basics definitions and properties in 
symplectic pairs geometry. 

2.1. Hamiltonian vector fields and Poisson bracket 

Definition 2.1. A symplectic pair on a smooth manifold hM 22 +k  of 
dimension h22 +k  is a pair of non-trivial closed two-forms ( )21, ωω  such 

that: 

k
21 ωω h  is a volume form on ,22 hM +k  and .0,0 1

2
1

1 =ω=ω ++ hk  

The forms 1ω  and 2ω  are so necessarily constant class 2h and .2k  

For 0=k  or ,0=h  we find the symplectic forms. To a such structure are 
naturally associated two distributions: the distribution of vector fields 
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which annul ,1ω  and the distribution of vector fields which annul .2ω  

This distributions are completely integrable because the forms 1ω  and 

2ω  are closed. They determine the characteristic foliations of 1ω  and ,2ω  

which we will note F  and .G  

The characteristic foliation of 1ω  is of codimension 2h and her leaves 

are symplectic manifolds of symplectic structure associated .2ω  The 

characteristic foliation of 2ω  is of codimension 2h and her leaves are 

symplectic manifold of symplectic structure associated .1ω  

The foliations F  and G  are hollowing out transversal and additional. 

Example 2.1. (1) On h22 +kR  equipped to coordinates system 

( )hh qqppyyxx ,,,,,,,,,,, 1111 kk  the pair ( )21, ωω  

defined by: 

iiiii
h

i
dqdpdydx  ∑∑ ==

=ω=ω
k

1211 ,  

is a symplectic pair. This example represent the local model of symplectic 
pairs. 

(2) Let ( ) ( )ω′′ω ,,, MM  be two symplectic manifolds. Then the 

produce MM ′×  equipped to the pair ( )ω′ω,  is a symplectic pair. 

Contrary to Riemanian manifolds, the symplectic pairs have not local 
invariants. This is due to theorem which follows, called the Darboux 
theorem. It establishes an unique local model of symplectic pairs. 

Theorem 2.1 ([1], [2]). Let ( )21, ωω  be a symplectic pair on hM 22 +k  

and p be a point of .22 hM +k  Then, it exists a local coordinates system 

( )hh qqppyyxxU ,,,,,,,,,,,, 1111 kk  around of p, such 

that 

.,
1211 ii

h

iUiiiU dqdpdydx  ∑∑ ==
=ω=ω

k
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Every almost symplectic pair ( )21, ωω  on hM 22 +k  induces an 

isomorphism of ( )hMC 22 +∞ k -modules ( ) ( ) ( )hh MM 22122
, :21

++
ωω Ω→χ kk  

defined by the following proposition: 

Proposition 2.1. Let ( )21
22 ,, ωω+ hM k  be a symplectic pair. The 

map ( ) ( ) ( )hh MM 22122
, :21

++
ωω Ω→χ kk  defined by: 

( )( ) ( ) ( )h
X MXiX 22

21, ,21
+

ωω χ∈∀ω+ω= k  

is an isomorphism of ( )R,22 hMC +∞ k -module. 

Proof. Observe that it suffices to show that the map ( )21,ωω  is 

injective. 

Let ( )hh qqppyyxxU ,,,,,,,,,,,, 1111 kk  be a Darboux 

coordinate system and ( ) ( )iiii
h
iiiiii qdpcybxaX ∂+∂+∂+∂= ∑∑ == 11

k  a 

vector field on U. We assume that ( )( ) .021, =ωω X  Then we have 

( ) ( ) 021 =ω+ω XiX  

.21 ω−=ω XX ii  

Consequently, 

( ) ( ) ( )iXiX xixi ∂ω=∂ω 21  

( ) ( ) 01 =∂ω iX xi  

 ,0=ib   (1) 

( ) ( ) ( )iXiX yiyi ∂ω=∂ω 21  

( ) ( ) 01 =∂ω iX yi  

 ,0=ia   (2) 
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( ) ( ) ( )iXiX pipi ∂ω=∂ω 21  

( ) ( ) 02 =∂ω iX pi  

,0=id   (3) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )iXiX qiqi ∂ω=∂ω 21  

 ( ) ( ) 02 =∂ω iX qi  

 .0=ic   (4) 

According to relations (1), (2), (3), and (4), we deduce that .0=X  Thus 
the map ( )21,ωω  is injective.  

Thanks to this isomorphism, we can associate at every function 

( )R,22 hMCf +∞∈ k  an unique vectors field ( ),MX f χ∈  called 

Hamiltonian vector field of f. 

Definition 2.2. Let ( )21
22 ,, ωω+ hM k  be a symplectic pair and 

( )R,Mf ∞∈ C  a function is called Hamiltonian vectors field of f the 

single vectors field fX  defined by 

( )( ).1
, 21

dfX f −= −
ωω  

Likewise, 

( ) .21 dfi fX −=ω+ω  

The Hamiltonian vector field verify the following properties: 

Property 2.1. For all f and ( ),,12 R+∞∈ nMg C  we have: 

(1) .gfgf XXX +=+  

(2) .fgfg gXfXX +=  
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(3) If the Hamiltonian functions f and g are associated to the same 
Hamiltonian vector field X, then the function ( )gf −  is locally constant. 

(4) If X is a Hamiltonian vector field associated to f, Y the component 
of X tangent to F  and Z his component tangent to ,G  then Y and Z verify 

the equations 

( ) ( ) .2
1,2

1
2121 dfidfi ZY −=ω+ω−=ω+ω  (5) 

Proof. Let ( ).,, 12 R+∞∈ nMgf C  For the first property, we have 

( ) ( )gfdi gfX +−=ω+ω
+ 21  

dgdf −−=  

( ) ( )2121 ω+ω+ω+ω= gf XX ii  

( )21 ω+ω= + gf XXi  

( )( ) ( )( ).2121 ,, gfgf XXX += ωω+ωω    (6) 

Since the map ( )21,ωω  is an isomorphism, then according to relation (6), 

we obtain .gfgf XXX +=+  For the second property, we have 

( ) ( )fgdi fgX −=ω+ω 21  

fdggdf −−=  

( ) ( )2121 ω+ω+ω+ω= gf XX figi  

( )21 ω+ω= + gf fXgXi  

( )( ) ( )( ).2121 ,, gffg fXgXX += ωωωω    (7) 

Since the map ( )21,ωω  is an isomorphism, then according to relation (7), 

we have .gffg fXgXX +=  For the thirty property, we have 
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( ) dgdfgfd −=−  

( ) ( )2121 ω+ω−ω+ω= XX ii  

.0=  

For the last property, let 1X  and 2X  be two vector fields tangent to F  and 

,G  respectively. We assume that ( ) ( ) .2
1,2

1
2121 21 dfidfi XX −=ω+ω−=ω+ω  

We have 

( ) ( )2121 21 ω+ω=ω+ω ++ XXZY ii  

.1221 ω= +−ω− XZXY ii   (8) 

Since 2ω  is non degenerated on F  and 1ω  is non degenerated on ,G  then 

according to relation (8), we obtain 1XY =  and .2XZ =  

The proposition that follows, show that it exists a Poisson          

bracket { },  on ( )R,22 hMC +∞ k  such that the map ( ( ),,22 RhMC +∞ k  

{}) ( ( ) [ ]),,, 22 hM +χ→ k  defined by fXf →  is a Lie algebra anti-

homomorphism with respect to the Poisson bracket and the commutator 
of vector fields. 

Proposition 2.2. It exists a Lie algebra structure { },  on ( )R,22 hMC +∞ k  

such that for all ( ),,, 22 RhMCgf +∞∈ k  we have 

{ } [ ].,, gfgf XXX −=  

Proof. We put 

{ } ( ) ( ).,, 21 gf XXgf ω+ω=  

Since 1ω  and 2ω  are bilinear and antisymmetric, then { },  is bilinear 

and antisymmetric.  
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For Leibniz identity, we consider gf ,  and .∞∈ Ch  We have 

{ } ( ) ( )ghf XXghf ,, 21 ω+ω=  

( ) ( )ghf hXgXX +ω+ω= ,21  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )gfhf hXXgXX ,, 2121 ω+ω+ω+ω=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )gfhf XXhXXg ,, 2121 ω+ω+ω+ω=  

{ } { }.,, gfhhfg +=  

For Jacobi identity, we consider gf ,  and ( ).22 hMh +∞∈ kC  For all  

( ),,22 RhMf +∞∈ kC  the equation 

( ) dfiY 2
1

21 −=ω+ω  

has a unique well-defined solution when restricted to ( )1, ωF  and to 

( )., 2ωG  We denote by fY  and fZ  the Hamiltonian vector fields of 

function f2
1  with respect to the symplectic structure 1ω  on F  and the 

symplectic structure 2ω  on ,G  respectively. According to relation (5), we 

can write 

.fff ZYX +=  

Thus, we obtain 

{ }{ } ( ) ( { } { } )hghgff ZYZYhgf ,,21 ,,, ++ω+ω=  

( { } ) ( { } ).,, ,2,1 hgfhgf ZZYY ω+ω=  

Since 1ω  is a symplectic form adapted to F  and 2ω  the symplectic form 

adapted to ,G  then we have 

( { } ) ( { } ) ( { } ),,,, ,1,1,1 gfhfhghgf YYYYYY ω−ω−=ω   (9) 
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and 

                  ( { } ) ( { } ) ( { } ).,,, ,2,2,2 gfhfhghgf ZZZZZZ ω−ω−=ω   (10) 

According to relation we obtain (2) and (3) 

{ }{ } ( ) ( { } { } )fhfhgg ZYZYhgf ,,21 ,,, ++ω+ω−=  

( ) ( { } { } )gfgfhh ZYZY ,,21 , ++ω+ω−  

 { }{ } { }{ }.,,,, gfhfhg −−=  (11) 

Let gf ,  be a smooth functions, we have 

[ ]( ) ( ) ( )212121, ω+ω−ω+ω=ω+ω fggfgf XXXXXX LiiLi  

( ) ( ( ))21 ω+ω−−= fgf XXX ididgL  

( ) ( )dfdidgdi gf XX −−−=  

( ( ))fXdgd−=  

{ }., gfd=  

Thus we obtain 

{ } [ ].,, gfgf XXX −=  

 

By elementary calculus, we obtain the following proposition: 

Proposition 2.3. Let ( )hh qqppyyxxU ,,,,,,,,,,,, 1111 kk   

be a Darboux coordinates system on ( )21
22 ,, ωω+ hM k  and  

( ).,122 R++∞∈ hMCf k  So we have 

,iiii q
i

p
i

y
i

x
i

Uf p
f

q
f

x
f

y
fX ∂

∂
∂+∂

∂
∂−∂

∂
∂+∂

∂
∂−=  

{ } ( ) ( ).,
iiiiiiii

U p
g

q
f

q
g

p
f

x
g

y
f

y
g

x
fgf

∂
∂

∂
∂−

∂
∂

∂
∂+

∂
∂

∂
∂−

∂
∂

∂
∂=  
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In particular, 

,; iyix xXyX ii ∂−=∂=  

,; iqip pXqX ii ∂=∂=  

{ } { } ,,;, ijiiijji qpyx δ=δ=  

{ } { } ,0,;0, == iiji yppx  

{ } { } .0,;0, == iiji qyqx  

Let us recall the notion of automorphism. 

Definition 2.3. Let ( ) ( ),,,,,, 2121 ω′ω′′ωω MM  be two symplectic 

pairs. A diffeomorphism MM ′→φ :  is called an automorphism, if 

( )

( )





ω=ω′φ

ω=ω′φ

.

,

22

11





 

2.2. Completely integrable Hamiltonian systems pairs and 
Lagrangian foliations pairs 

Definition 2.4. Let ( )21
22 ,, ωω+ hM k  be a symplectic pair and 

kggff h ,,,, 11  be ( ) nHamiltonia-h+k  functions on ( ).,, 21
22 ωω+ hM k  

We said that ( )hggff ,,,,, 11 k  is a completely integrable 

Hamiltonian system pair if the following conditions are verified: 

● The Hamiltonian vector fields ,ifX  are tangent to F  and the 

Hamiltonian vector fields igX  are tangent to .G  

● { } { } { } .,allfor0,,, jigfggff jijiji ===  

● The system ( )hdgdgdfdf ,,,,, 11 k  is linearly independent 

almost everywhere. 
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The functions ii gf ,  are called first integrals of the integrable 

system. Given a completely integrable Hamiltonian system pair, there 

are a local Hamiltonian h+kR -action of momentum map ( ,,,1 kff=µ  

)hgg ,,1  and two foliations naturally attached to it. 

Proposition 2.4. Let ( )hggff ,,,,, 11 k  be a completely integrable 

Hamiltonian system pair on symplectic pair ( ).,, 21
22 ωω+ hM k  Assume 

that hMp 22 +∈ k  is a point for which .011 ≠hpp dgdgfdfd  k   

Then the distributions >=<>=< hggff XXXX ,,,,, 11 21 DD k
  are 

involutive and the tangent spaces at p to leaves through p are respectively, 
a Lagrangian subspace of ( ) ( )( )pp 12 ,ker ωω  and  ( ( ) ( )).,ker 21 pp ωω  

Proof. On the one hand, since [ ] { },; , jiji ffff XXX =  the condition 

{ } 0, =ji ff  implies [ ] 0, =ji ff XX  for all ji,  and the distribution 1D  is 

involutive. On the other hand, since [ ] { },; , jiji gggg XXX =  the condition 

{ } 0, =ji gg  implies [ ] 0, =ji gg XX  for all ji,  and the distribution 2D  

is also involutive. Let F  and G  be a leaves through at p of distributions 

1D  and ,2D  respectively. From the definition of Poisson bracket 

{ } ( )ji ffji XXff ,, ω=  and { } ( ),,, ji ggji XXgg ω=  the tangent spaces 

FpT  and GpT  are isotropic. The condition  kfdfd pp 1  

01 ≠hpp gdgd   implies that the Hamiltonian vector fields ifX  

span an ldimensiona-k  vector space at the point p and the Hamiltonian 

vector fields igX  span an h-dimensional vector space at the point p. 

Therefore, the tangent space at p of the leaf F  is Lagrangian subspace to 
( ) ( )( )pp 12 ,ker ωω  and the tangent space at p of the leaf G  is Lagrangian 

subspace to ( ) ( )( ).,ker 21 pp ωω    
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In all we note 1F  the foliation defined by 1D  and 2F  the foliation 
defined by .2D  The pair ( )21, FF  is called the Lagrangian foliation pair 
attached to integrable Hamiltonian system pair. 

Example 2.2. (1) On h22 +kR  equipped to standard symplectic pair 

.,
1112 iiiii

h

i
dydxdqdp  ∑∑ ==

=ω=ω
k

 

The system 222
1

2
11

222
1

2
11 ,,,,, hhh qpgqpgyxfyxf +=+=+=+= kkk  

is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system pair. The foliation 1F  is 
generated by vector fields ( )iiiii yxxyX ∂+∂−= 2  for k≤≤ i1  and the 
foliation 2F  is generated by vector fields ( )iiiii qppqX ∂+∂−= 2  for 

.1 hi ≤≤  

(2) On 122 SST ××  equipped to symplectic pair 

., 21 θβ=ωφα=ω dddd   

The system βθ=αφ= 21 , ff  is a completely integrable Hamiltonian pair. 
The foliation F  is generated by ., 21 θ∂θ+β∂β−=φ∂φ+α∂α−= XX  

2.3. Regular orbits pairs and singular orbits pairs 

Let ( )hggff ,,,,, 11 k  be a completely integrable Hamiltonian 

system pair of momentum map µ  on symplectic pair ( ),,, 21
22 ωω+ hM k  

p be a point in 1
22 , OhM +k  be the orbit of 1D  through p, and 2O  be the 

orbit of 2D  through p. We denote by kk RR →π +h:1  and 
hh RR →π +k:2  the canonical projections. 

Definition 2.5. We said that ( )21, OO  is a regular orbit pair if 
( ) k=µπ1rank pd  and ( ) .rank 2 hdp =µπ  

Remark 2.1. If a point in orbit pair ( )21, OO  is regular then all 

point in ( )21, OO  is regular. Because regularity is a property which is 

invariant under the local Hamiltonian h+kR -action. 
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Definition 2.6. We said that ( )21, OO  is singular orbit pair of rang 

( )sr,  if ( ) rdp =µπ1rank  and ( ) .rank 2 sdp =µπ  

Remark 2.2. If a point in orbit pair ( )21, OO  is singular orbit pair of 

rank ( )sr,  then all point in ( )21, OO  is singular of rank ( )., sr  Because 

singularity is a property which is invariant under the local Hamiltonian 
h+kR -action. 

In the following section, we study the symplectic pair linearisation 
problem in a neighbourhood of regular compact orbit pair ( )., 21 OO  

3. Symplectic Pair Linearisation in a Neighbourhood  
of Regular Compact Orbit Pair 

Consider a symplectic pair ( )21
22 ,, ωω+ hM k  equipped a completely 

integrable Hamiltonian system pair ( )hi ggff ,,,,, 1k  and ( )21, OO  

a regular compact orbit pair. In this section, we want to prove that under 
the above assumptions, there exist coordinates in a neighbourhood of 
( )21, OO  such that the foliation can be linearised. 

Theorem 3.1. There is an automorphism φ  from a neighbourhood 

( )( )2121 ,,, ωωOOU  of ( )21,OO  in ( )21
22 ,, ωω+ hM k  to ( ,hh TDTD ××× kk  

),, 1211 ii
n
iiii dqdpdydx  ∑∑ ==

=ω=ω
k  where ( )kxx ,,1  is a 

coordinate system on a ball ( )kk yy ,,, 1D  is a periodic coordinate 

system on the torus ( )hpp ,,, 1
kT  is a coordinate system on a ball ,hD  

and ( )hqq ,,1  is a periodic coordinate system on the torus hT  such that 

µφ∗  is a map which depends only on the variables ,,,, 11 pxx k  ., hp  

The functions ii qy ∗∗ φφ ,  on ( )21, OOU  are called angle variables, the 

functions ii px ∗∗ φφ ,  on ( )21, OOU  are called action variables. 
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Proof. Since the orbits 21, OO  are compact then the produce 

21 OO ×  is a closed of .22 hM +k  The manifold hM 22 +k  being normal, 

then it exist a local coordinate system ( ,,,,,,,,,, 111 hU θθββαα kk  

)hµµ ,,1  around ( )21 OO ×  in hM 22 +k  such that 

( ) .2121 OOOO ×=×∩U  

Let 21, NN  be the submanifolds defined by { =µ=θ==θ 111 : hN  

}0=µ= h  and { }.0: 112 =β==β=α==α kkN  Observe that 

1ω  and 2ω  are respectively, a symplectic forms on 1N  and .2N  Thus, 

the equations 

iXiX dgidfi −=ω−=ω 21 and  

have a unique well-defined solution when restricted to the symplectic 
submanifolds ( )11, ωN  and ( ),, 22 ωN  respectively. We denote, 

respectively by ifY  and ifZ  the solution of this equations. With all these 

information at hand we can write ii ff YX =  and ,ii fg ZX =  where ifX  

and igX  are the Hamiltonian vector fields with respect to symplectic 

pair ( )., 21 ωω  Observe that, the Hamiltonian vector fields 
kff YY ,,1  

define a completely integrable Hamiltonian system on ( )11, ωN  and the 

Hamiltonian vector fields hgg ZZ ,,1  define a completely integrable 

Hamiltonian system on ( )., 22 ωN  Indeed, we have 

{ } ( )ji ffNji YYff ,, 11
ω=  

( ) ( )ji ff XX ,21 ω+ω=  

{ }ji ff ,=  

,0=  
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and 

{ } ( )ji ggNji ZZgg ,, 22
ω=  

( ) ( )ji gg XX ,21 ω+ω=  

{ }ji gg ,=  

.0=  

Moreover, 1O  is a regular compact orbit of integrable Hamiltonian 

system 
kff YY ,,1  in ( )11, ωN  and 2O  is a regular compact orbit of 

integrable Hamiltonian system hff ZZ ,,1  in ( )., 22 ωN  According to 

Liouville-Mineur-Arnold theorem (see [10], [11], [12]), there is a 
symplectomorphism 1φ  from a neighbourhood ( )11 OU  of 1O  in ( )11, ωN  

to ( ),,D 1 iii dd βα× ∑ =
kkk T  where ( ) k≤≤α ii 1,  is a coordinate on 

the ball ,kD  and ( ) k≤≤β ii 1,  is a periodic coordinate system on the 

torus kT  such that ( )µπφ∗ 11  is the map which depend only on the 

coordinate ( ),1 iαφ∗  and a symplectomorphism 2φ  from a neighbourhood 

( )22 OU  of 2O  in ( )22, ωN  to ( ),, 1 ii
h
i

hh ddD µθ× ∑ =
T  where 

( ) hii ≤≤θ 1,  is a coordinate on the ball ,hD  and ( ) hii ≤≤θ 1,  is a 

periodic coordinate system on the torus hT  such that ( )µπφ∗ 22  is the 

map which depend only on the coordinate ( ).2 iθφ∗  Now, we define the 

map ( ) ( ) hhUU TDTD ××××→×φ kk
2211: OO  by 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).,allfor,,, 221121221121 OO UUzzzzzz ×∈φφ=φ  

This map is an automorphism. Indeed, we have 

( ) ( )ii

n

i
ii

n

i
dddd βαφ=βαφ ∑∑

=

∗

=

∗ 
1

1
1

 

,1ω=  
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and 

( ) ( )ii

n

i
ii

n

i
dddd βαφ=µθφ ∑∑

=

∗

=

∗ 
1

2
1

 

.2ω=  

Moreover, the map µφ∗  depend only on variables ( )iαφ∗  and ( ).iθφ∗  This 

ends the proof of the theorem.  

This theorem enables to classify the symplectic pair germs, up to 
foliation-preserving automorphism, for which the system ( ,,,1 kff  

)hfg ,,1  is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system pair in a 

neighbourhood of a regular compact orbit pair. There is just one class of 
symplectic pair germs for which the system ( ),,,,,, 11 hggff k  is a 

completely integrable Hamiltonian system pair. 

Theorem 3.2. If ( )21, ω′ω′  is another symplectic pair for which the 

system ( ),,,,,, 11 hggff k  is a completely integrable Hamiltonian 

system pair, then there exists a diffeomorphism φ  defined in a 

neighbourhood of ( )21, OO  such that: 

● It fix the orbit pair ( )., 21 OO  

● It preserve the foliation pair ( )., 21 FF  

● ( ) ( ) ., 2211 ω=ω′φω=ω′φ ∗∗  

In this case we said that the symplectic pair are equivalent, and we 
note ( ) ( ) ( ).,~, 21,21 21 ω′ω′ωω FF  
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4. Symplectic Pair Linearisation in a Neighbourhood  
of Singular Compact Orbit 

In all that follows, ( )21
22 ,, ωω+ hM k  designate a symplectic pair, 

( ),,,,,, 11 hggff k  a completely integrable Hamiltonian system pair 

on ( ) µωω+ ,,, 21
22 hM k  the momentum map, ( )21, OO  a singular 

compact orbit pair of rank ( )., sr  We assume that, the first integrals 

kffr ,,1+  and hs gg ,,1+  have a non-degenerate singularity in the 

Morse-Bott sense along 1O  and ,2O  respectively. Thus, there exists two 

triplets of natural numbers ( ) ( )222111 ,,,,, fhefhe kkkkkk  such that 

rfhe −=++ kkkk 111 2  and .2 222 shfhe −=++ kkk  We recall the 

notion of linear model. Denote by ( )rxx ,,1  a linear coordinate system 

of a small ball rD  of dimension ( ( ) ,,1mod, 1αr  ( ))1modrα  a standard 

periodic coordinate system of the torus ( ,,, 11 zyrT  )rr zy −− kk ,,  a 

linear coordinate system of a small ball ( )r−k2D  of dimension 

( ) ( )sppr ,,,2 1−k  a linear coordinate system of a small ball sD  of 

dimension ( ) ( )( )1mod,,1mod, 1 ss ββ  a standard periodic coordinate 

system of the torus ( )shsh
s qq −− µµ ,,,,, 11T  a linear coordinate 

system of a small ball ( )sh−2D  of dimension ( ).2 sh −  Consider the 

manifold 

,222222
0

shssrrrhM −−+ ×××××= DTDDTD kk  

with the standard symplectic pair ,11
0
1 ii

r
iii

r
i dzdyddx  ∑∑ −

==
+α=ω k  

ii
sh

iii
s
i ddpddp µ+β=ω ∑∑ −

==
 11

0
2  and the following moment map: 

( ),,,,,,,,,,,, 00101010 1 hsr ggppffxx sr ++=µ
k
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where 

,1for,, 1
22

0 eizyf iii k
k

≤≤+=
+

 

,1for,, 1110 heiezyf iii kkk
k

+≤≤+=
+

 

and,110 iiii zyzyf i ++ −=
+k

 

 ;1,12for, 111110 1 fjjheizyzyf iiiii kkkk ≤≤−++=+= ++++
 

and 

,1for,, 2
22

0 eiqg iihi k≤≤µ+=
+

 

,1for,, 2220 heieqg iii kkkk +≤≤+µ=
+

 

and,110 iiii qqg i µ−µ= +++k
 

.1,12for, 222110 1 fjjheiqqg iiiii kkk
k

≤≤−++=µ+µ= ++++
 

We denote by ( )0
2

0
1 , FF  the linear Lagrangian foliation pair given, 

respectively by the orbits of the linear distributions ,,0
0
1 ifX=<D  

>k0fX  and ,,, 00
0
2 >=< hi gg XXD  where ifX 0  and igX 0  being the 

Hamiltonian vector fields of if0  and ig0  in the symplectic pair model 

( ).,, 0
2

0
1

22
0 ωω+ hM k  Let Γ  be a group with a symplectic action ( )Γρ  on 

,22
0

hM +k  which preserves the moment map .0µ  We will say that the 

action of Γ  on hM 22
0

+k  is linear if it satisfies the following property: Γ  

acts on the product hM 22
0

+k  componentwise; the action of Γ  on rD  and 

sD  is trivial, its action on rT  and sT  is by translations (with respect to 

the coordinate system ( ) ( ))sr ββαα ,,,,, 11  and its action on r22 −kD  

and sh 22 −D  is linear (with respect to the coordinate system ( ,,, 11 zy  

) ( )).,,,,,, 11 rrrr qqzy −−−− µµ kkkk  Suppose now that Γ  is a finite 
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group with a free symplectic action ( )Γρ  on ,22
0

hM +k  which preserves the 

moment map and which is linear. Then we can form the quotient 

symplectic manifold 2 20 0 / ,hM M += Γk  with an integrable system on it 

given by the induced moment map as above: 

( ).,,,,,,,,,,, 11110 hssrr ggppffxx ++=µ k  

The set pair { } { }( ) 00 , 0i i i i i ix y z p q M= = = = = µ = ⊂  is a compact 

orbit pair of Williamson type (( ) ( ))222211 ,,,,, hfehfe kkkkkk  of the 

above system. We will call the above system on 0 ,M  together with its 

associated singular Lagrangian foliation, the linear system (or linear 
model) of Williamson pair type (( ) ( ))222111 ,,,,, hfehfe kkkkkk  and 

twisting group Γ  (or more precisely, twisting action ( )).Γρ  We will also 

say that it is a direct model if Γ  is trivial, and a twisted model if Γ  is 
non trivial. Under the above hypotheses, we show the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.1. Then there exists a finite group Γ  and a 
diffeomorphism taking the Lagrangian foliation pair ( )21, FF  to the 

linear Lagrangian foliation pair ( )0
2

0
1 , FF  on Γ+ k22

0
hM  and taking 

( )21, ωω  to ( ),, 0
2

0
1 ωω  which sends ( )21, OO  to ( )., sr TT  

Proof. Since the orbits 21, OO  are compact then the produce 

21 OO ×  is a closed of .22 hM +k  The manifold hM 22 +k  being normal, then 

it exist a local coordinates system ( ,,,,,,,,,, 111 hU θθββαα kk  

)hµµ ,,1  around ( )21 OO ×  in hM 22 +k  such that 

( ) .2121 OOOO ×=×∩U  

Let 21, NN  be the submanifolds defined by { =µ=θ==θ 111 : kN  

}0=µ= h  and { }.0: 112 =β==β=α==α hN k  Observe that 
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1ω  and 2ω  are respectively, a symplectic forms on 1N  and .2N  Thus, 

the equations 

iXiX dgidfi −=ω−=ω 21 and  

have a unique well-defined solution when restricted to the symplectic 
submanifolds ( )11, ωN  and ( ),, 22 ωN  respectively. We denote 

respectively by ifY  and igZ  the solution of this equations. With all these 

information at hand we can write ii ff YX =  and ,ii gg ZX =  where ifX  

and igX  are the Hamiltonian vector fields with respect to symplectic 

pair ( )., 21 ωω  Observe that, the Hamiltonian vector fields 
kff YY ,,1  

define a completely integrable Hamiltonian system on ( )11, ωN  and the 

Hamiltonian vector fields hgg ZZ ,,1  define a completely integrable 

Hamiltonian system on ( )., 22 ωN  Indeed, we have 

  { } ( )ji ffNji YYff ,, 11
ω=  

( ) ( )ji ff XX ,21 ω+ω=  

{ }ji ff ,=  

,0=  

and 

  { } ( )ji ffNji ZZff ,, 22
ω=  

( ) ( )ji ff XX ,21 ω+ω=  

{ }ji ff ,=  

.0=  

Moreover, 1O  is a non degenerate compact orbit of rank r of integrable 

Hamiltonian system 
kff YY ,,1  in ( )11, ωN  and 2O  is a non degenerate 
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compact orbit of rank s of integrable Hamiltonian system hff ZZ ,,1  in 

( )., 22 ωN  According to Eva Miranda and Nguyen Tien Zung theorem 

(see [13]), there exists a finite group 1Γ  and a diffeomorphism 1φ  taking 

the foliation 1F  to the linear foliation 0
1F  on ( ) 1

22 Γ×× − rrr kDTD  and 

taking 1ω  to 0
1ω  which send 1O  to the torus .rT  There exists also a 

finite group 2Γ  and a diffeomorphism 2φ  taking the foliation 2F  to the 

linear foliation 0
2F  on ( ) 2

22 Γ×× − shss DTD  and taking 2ω  to 0
2ω  

which send 2O  to the torus .sT  Now, we put 21 Γ×Γ=Γ  and 

( ) Γφφ=φ ,, 21  is a finite group and φ  a diffeomorphism taking the 

Lagrangian foliation pair ( )21, FF  to the linear Lagrangian foliation pair 

( )0
2

0
1 , FF  on Γ+ hM 22

0
k  and taking ( )21, ωω  to ( ),, 0

2
0
1 ωω  which sends 

( )21, OO  to ( )., sr TT  This ends the prove of the theorem.   

This theorem enables to classify the symplectic pair germs, up to 
foliation-preserving automorphism, for which the system ( ,,,1 kff  

)hfg ,,1  is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system pair in a 

neighbourhood of a singular compact orbit pair ( )., 21 OO  There is just 

one class of symplectic pair germs for which the system ( ,,,1 kff  

),,,1 hgg  is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system pair. 

Theorem 4.2. If ( )21, ω′ω′  is another symplectic pair for which the 

system ( ),,,,,, 11 hggff k  is a completely integrable Hamiltonian 

system pair, then there exists a diffeomorphism φ  defined in a 

neighbourhood of ( )21, OO  such that: 

● It fix the orbit pair ( )., 21 OO  

● It preserve the foliation pair ( )., 21 FF  
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● ( ) ( ) ., 2211 ω=ω′φω=ω′φ ∗∗  

In this case we said that the symplectic pair are equivalent, and we 
note ( ) ( ) ( ).,~, 21,21 21 ω′ω′ωω FF  
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